
 December 2017 Compliments  
 

High Prairie Branch - A couple just came up to thank us for the “paper clips, stapler, use of the meeting 
room space, use of the copier and scan to email function” and for being so welcoming and nice. They 
just moved from Detroit… and were very pleased with High Prairie: namely it’s atmosphere and for 
helping them get their papers and things in order today, especially with a baby in tow. They were ever 
so sweet and grateful. 
 
Library 21c – Patron appreciates services library offers so much!  Don’t have internet at home. 
 
Kandiss Horch (MO) – You do such a nice job! You make everyone feel welcome and special, you 
provide the perfect amount of support, and everyone loves you! Excellent job! Thank you for including 
me. 
 
Kandiss Horch (MO) from Mike Varnet (Finance) – I just wanted to publicly say thank you to Kandiss for 
setting this up. It was extremely crowded and there were some rude people in the crowd, but Kandiss 
and her husband were great! On behalf of PPLD employees, thank you Kandiss for doing this. This was 
not easy. 
 
Lisa Thomas (Collection Management) from Cheryl Boynton (HI) – Thank you, Lisa! The ACE training 
was really detailed and helpful. I am excited to start my ACE duties here at HI. I enjoy keeping our 
collection looking its best for our patrons. 
 
Daniel Perez (LI/C3) – Patron very happy about the help received to restore an old mirror.  Daniel 
helped to duplicate some pieces using the 3D scanner and 3D printer. “Thanks to 21C’s 3D printer in the 
MakerSpace area.” 
 
Dan Collins (LI Facilities) from Wendy Peterson and Nancy Milvid (HR) – Wendy and I are so thankful 
for the help you provided today and every day! As usual you go above and beyond the call of duty and 
make things smoother for us in HR. We really appreciate it that you bring up copy paper, move heavy 
items, offer suggestions on how to improve our area and your willingness to always help. Thank you 
DAN! 
 
Sam Howard, Ben Learned, Eric Scott (Penrose Security) from Mariah Hudson (Special Collections) – 
The professional knowledge and abilities of Sam, Ben, and Eric (evening shift) are outstanding and to be 
commended. Their presence promotes a sense of personal and facility safety and security for which I am 
thankful. Our security team and the tremendous skill they frequently demonstrate in managing service, 
policy, complaint, and even difficult or stressful situations serve as a positive and irreplaceable resource 
to our staff, patrons, and community. 
 
East Library Circulation – You are doing a great! I inadvertently cancelled a hold I had on a DVD, a movie 
I had been waiting for at least a month or two, and with the assistance of your staff, that was resolved. 
They went way beyond the call of duty and actually called to inform me that the matter had been 
resolved. This level of service and caring just so impressed me. Thank you, you are appreciated and what 
you do you do so well. 
 



Penrose Security– I have been coming to Penrose Library since I was a child. I moved into the Old North 
End 4 years ago. Since then I have been going to the library very frequently. The last year going to 
Penrose was disconcerting because of the increasing violence and aggressiveness of the homeless. Many 
people I know do not like going there because of this. However, the past few months the entire 
ambiance has improved 100%! Thanks to the efforts of the head of security, I feel more at ease coming 
to Penrose. I no longer feel potentially threatened by the transient population. I can access computers 
when I want to, wait outside before opening feeling comfortable. I love our library system and all the 
wonderful resources. Now with the improvements these past few months I love it even more. Great 
work! Thank you! 
 
Barb Keiser (LI Adult Services) – It was a delight seeing your colleague, Barb, help a young man use the 
patron management system. 
 
Sam Howard and Eric Scott (PE Security) – Very good job done around 5 pm in the gate lab. The noisy 
person was handled in a dignified manner by Sam and Eric. The process was perfect. 
 
Penrose Library – Your librarian staff are very friendly kind and hardworking. The Penrose library is the 
best library that I have been to and I am very pleased to be a part of the Penrose Library! 
 
East Library  - A patron stopped by the East ref desk today to say he's been here for 22 years and loves 
this library! He wanted to make sure all East staff know how much they're appreciated. 
 
Studio 21c and Roland Clements (CEOO-Video Studio) – Enjoyed producing our latest masterpiece in 
the 21c studio, and appreciated all the extra assistance we received from Roland! Great lighting! 
 
PPLD Audiobook Collection - The second and much more important reason I am writing is because I am 
a wounded warrior; for those of us with combat related disabilities, audiobooks have been 
transformational. Thank you so much for what you do--I have seen multiple survivors with severe PTSD 
able to go back to sleep because of audiobooks *from your collection* interrupting the cycle of trauma 
in a way that the printed page just can't accomplish in the same way. I have belonged to several library 
systems and I want to say that PPLD truly stands out in showing a commitment to expanding its 
audiobook shelves. I doubt you are thanked enough for the work and the tangible good you do. I am a 
group member of 4 wounded warriors and we would all like to say thank you to all the employees and 
volunteers of PPLD this holiday season and to say that we recognize the top notch work you do. You are 
changing people's lives for the better in ways that you may never know about, but that we will always 
be grateful for. 
 
Krista Meier (Collection Development) - Thank you so much for your help. This is so far above and 
beyond anything I could have expected. I want to thank you for all the incredible work you and your 
colleagues do. You have changed the lives of so many people I know without being aware of it. Also I am 
genuinely impressed by your collection. I belong to the Denver system and yours is so much more 
expansive that it really doesn't bear comparison--one would think that they would have the better 
resources. But one resource can't necessarily be bought and that's people who care about their work 
and expanding the wealth of audiobooks that clients can access. Thank you for your time and your 
efforts on behalf of myself and my small team of wounded warriors. 
 
Cara Ramsey (EA AS) from Amber Cox (EA AS) – I’d like to personally thank Cara Ramsey for tackling the 
brand new joint makerspace newsletter in Library Aware. Previously, the 3 separate makerspaces had 
their own newsletters so patrons had to register for all 3 to find out about upcoming events across the 
district. Thanks to Cara’s outstanding efforts, patrons will be able to find all upcoming programs and 
Open Hours for the 3 makerspace locations in a straightforward, chronological order, giving us a clean, 
consistent look. It’s a great step towards becoming Creative Services! 



 
Shannon Heffner (LI C3) – Kudos to PPLD 21c! Shannon Heffner helped me learn how to create a 
Youtube channel as well as create a FB account for my business association! She was so helpful and 
caring! A great community resource! Thanks again PPLD 21c and Shannon!!! 
 
Penrose Circulation – EXCELLENT Nice People 
 
East Program (Harpist) – A patron stopped by the desk to say hearing our harpist was the best part of 
his day. He even asked how he might contact her/them to arrange for more presentations. 
 
CEOO, Facilities, Teen Team, Amberlyn Russell (LI AS), Angela Ibrahim (HR), and Leadership Team from 
Antonia Krupicka-Smith - I want to take a moment to thank everybody for the successful launch of 
National Safe Place last week.  We are up and running and things seem to be going smoothly.  In 
addition to thanking everybody for the support for this project I want to thank a couple people 
specifically. 
Thank you to CEOO (Sean Anglum, Jeremiah Walter, Susan Clifton, David Kelly, Nana Lee, and Colleen 
Lark) for creating the press releases, booking the rooms, getting flyers printed, and creating art so the 
image of National Safe Place is universal across Colorado Springs. 
Thank you to Facilities for hanging all of those signs and rehanging when signs fell down.   
Thank you to the Teen Team for being points of contact in all the branches and Amberlyn Russell for 
creating the logistics for all the sites from creating informational binders for staff to making sure there 
are cheerios and water for the youth utilizing National Safe Place. 
Thank you to Angela Ibrahim for working to get all the staff trained, documenting that they are trained, 
and training future staff as they come into employment at PPLD. 
Finally thank you to Leadership Team for supporting this idea that was introduced by a librarian who 
knew the library could be doing more to support the youth in our communities. 
 
Lynn Wallace and Darlene Lampert (EA Circulation) from Cameron Riesenberger (EA AS) -  A huge 
thank you for the hard work of the East Circulation staff in processing the School Library Card 
Applications for the Teen Services Dept. They have processed over 1500 just since August 2017! It’s a 
tremendous service that they provide to area schools. It helps reduce barriers to access, and increases 
the impact of our visits to classrooms. I know they probably cringe a little when they see me walking 
towards them with a huge stack of applications, but they always have them done in time for our school 
visits. It is a huge help to our outreach services. 
 
Nathan Graham (PE Shelving) from Emma Weinberg (PE Childrens) - On a busy Saturday afternoon, 
while my teammate was on a lunch break, Nathan stopped what he was doing and went down to the 
shelving room and back up again multiple times to help find just the right titles in a series for a patron 
who had a sick child at home. Both the patron and I really appreciated Nathan’s persistence and stellar 
customer service. Thank you, Nathan! 
 
Cameron Riesenberger (EA AS) - I tried Overdrive yesterday after you suggested it. You’re right, it works 
so much better than the Audio Book Cloud. Thank you for suggesting it.  I haven’t been feeling well so it 
was nice to be able to listen to something since I could only sleep for an hour and half at a time. Thanks 
for replying so quickly. 
 
Athena Cazier (RO) from Shannon Miller (RO) - A big thank-you to my colleague Athena Cazier for her 
assistance (and brilliant solution) to a troubleshooting issue. We were helping a patron at the desk as 
she did a factory reset of her tablet, and could not get the device to allow acceptance of PPLD's wifi 
policies--a problem the patron was having with her home internet as well. Athena presented a 
workaround of changing her cell phone into a wireless hotspot, which worked perfectly. Thanks to 
Athena's quick thinking, the device was set up successfully and could be used on our regular wifi 



connections (and I certainly will be using this solution again to help any patrons running into the same 
trouble). 
 
Dave Nagle (EA Facilities) and Gary Syling (Facilities) from Robin Hammitt (PE Facilities) -  for fielding 
an early morning text from me and making arrangements to cover my duties while I was in hospital, and 
for John Rubilino (EA Facilities) for covering Dave while  he was doing courier. Great team! 
 
Dave Nagle (EA Facilities) ,  John Rubilino (EA Facilities), Rich Egan (21c Facilities), Randy Osborn (PE 
Facilities), Dan Collins (21c Facilities) , Domingo Ruiz (PE Facilities), Bill Wheeler (MLS) , Lia Ward 
(MLS), Dave Knowles (21c Security), Carl Patrick (21c Collection Managment), Sarah Brooks (21c 
Finance) and many others from Robin Hammitt (PE Facilities) -  that I may have missed for providing 
help and being guardian angels reminding me to take it easy, during my recovery time from surgery. 
 
All of PPLD from Robin Hammitt (PE Facilities) -  No wonder we got the greatest workplace award, all 
the well wishes and welcome backs I received during my recent medical issue has proven to be a little 
overwhelming. THANK YOU ALL! 
 
Sarah Nagle (C3) from Jenny Pierce (IT) - Last week, I had firsthand experience of the great one-on-one 
appointments available to learn Makerspace tools.  Sarah showed me how to use the embroidery 
machine, and let me tell you, she had to start from scratch.  I had no knowledge of sewing machines at 
all.  The instruction was fantastic! Thank you! 
 
Bill Thomas (Special Collections) from Mariah Hudson (Special Collections) – Bill is an outstanding 
coworker and is exemplary of the best of what the PPLD has to offer. I am thankful for Bill's ever-present 
positive attitude and professionalism as well as his talent to think outside the box. It is impressive to 
watch an employee who never accepts a cliché, especially in our library industry where change is 
frequently resisted but critical to our service to the community. Thank you Bill!! 
 
Terry Zarsky (AS PE) – She’s amazing. Extremely knowledgeable. 
 
Hannah Schrank (AS LI) from Becca Cruz (C3) – I was showing Melissa and Abby at SA this (excel 
document) today, and also told Keagan about it. We were all way more excited about stats and Excel 
than we thought we would be. Thank you, Hannah! 
 
David Kelly (CEOO), Joanna Rendon (AS/EA), Becca Philipsen (AS/PE), Teen Services Team,  Children’s 
Services, OL Staff, LiwLiwa Gatica (CH), Danielle Smith (CH), Mary Gapko (FO), Jordan Newby (SA), 
Brady Nickerson (LI), Kate Pangelinan (MO), Alison Reed (UT/MA), and Cameron Riesenberger (AS/EA) 
from Courtney Hom and Brooke Riedeman (OL) - The Hogwarts Yule Ball 2017 was a huge success with 
about 300 people in attendance!  It would not have been as successful without the assistance of David 
Kelly from CEOO, Joanna Rendon and Becca Philipsen from Teen Services, all of Teen and Children’s 
Services who spread the word and all of the OL staff for putting up with all of our shenanigans these 
past couple of months.  It was truly a team effort and we could not have done it without everyone, 
especially our teen volunteers!  Also a special thank you to the following PPLDers for helping out at the 
event: Liwliwa Gatica (CH), Danielle Smith (CH), Mary Gapko (SA), Jordan Newby (SA), Brady Nickerson 
(LI), Kate Pangelinan (MO), Alison Reed (UT) and Cameron Riesenberger (EA)!  Thank you so much from 
Courtney Hom and Brooke Riedeman @ OL. 
 
Manitou Springs Branch – (from a couple moving). In the 3 years we’ve lived here, the people in 
Manitou who have been the nicest and friendliest to us have been the people at the Manitou Library. 
We will miss you when we move! 
 



Deb Hamilton ( PE AS) from Heidi Buljung (PE AS)—Huge thanks to Deb for being the contact and set up 
person for our Youth Symphony concert earlier this month. Deb set up and took down chairs, and made 
sure the musicians had everything they needed. Thanks, Deb! 
  
Bethany Geiger, Rebecca Operhall, John Jarrell (PE AS) from Heidi Buljung (PE AS) —Huge thanks to 
Bethany, Rebecca and John for making our Winter Wonderland programs go off without a hitch! 
Rebecca and John helped to cover desks while Bethany kept the hot water going for hundreds of cups of 
hot cocoa. Thanks to the Penrose Saturday Crews for putting up with lots of extra noise from our 
movies, too  
 
Delaina Massie (EA AS) from patron and Shannon Miller (RO) – Patron wanted to make sure that we 
knew that all the Library Explorers programs are truly helpful to her clients: they make a difference. 
These programs would not be possible without Delaina’s hard work! 
 
Heidi Buljung (PE AS), Janina Goodwin (OL), and Tiffany Paisley (CH) from Mike Varnet (Finance) – And 
thank you Heidi, Tiffany and Janina!! Your efforts and the excitement you show towards this day is really 
great! Thank you!! (regarding PPLDCon 2018) 
 
Julie Beck, Teona Shainidze Krebs, Deya Rohe, and Lacey Miller (Adult Education) from ESL student – I 
thank to YOU, TEONA, DEYA AND NEW STAFF LACEY TOO specially. Have a great Holyday season on 
December. 
 
Fran Toledo (PE Circ Sub) and Sherenna Shelhart (PE Circulation) from Barb Huff (PE Childrens) – Many 
thanks to Fran Toledo who was subbing in Circ. On Dec. 26 and came to our rescues to man the PE 
Chilren’s desk for us in an emergency! Thanks for your flexibility and thanks to Sherenna Shelhart for 
loaning her to us for that time! 
 
Rafael Melendez (EA Security) from Amber Cox (EA AS) - On Saturday, a patron called Security because 
she had lost her debit card. Rafael searched all the places she had been in the building, and was very 
kind and reassuring during the process. They weren’t able to find the lost debit card, but just before 
close she came into the library to let us know that she found it at the grocery store—she was concerned 
that he would keep looking, so she came in specifically to let us know it was found! And while I chatted 
with her, she could not stop the glowing praise about how wonderful he was while he assisted her. 
Definitely a great example of quality customer service! Thanks, Rafael, for going above and beyond  
 
 

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 


